FREE INFORMATION EVENING

Dementia - A Practical New Approach
to Connecting & Communicating
An inspiring community project presented by the Dementia Foundation for
Spark of Life & proudly supported by WD Rose & Joseph Allison Funerals
WHO IS THIS SEMINAR FOR?
This free evening presentation is for families, carers and the
community to discover a new enriching philosophy to caring
for people with dementia by International Dementia Expert,
Jane Verity.

WHAT IS THE PRESENTATION ABOUT?

‘You have switched on a light at the end of what was a
long dark tunnel. Actually, I feel like you have switched
on the lights along the tunnel too, as I feel empowered
now to deal with the challenges each day brings.’
~ Cheryl Dufty, Family Carer

WD Rose & Joseph Allison Funerals
Essendon

Thursday 19th April 2018
Registration (at the door) 6.30pm
Seminar 7.00pm - 9.00pm
Followed by refreshments

941 Mt Alexander Road
Essendon VIC 3040
Please RSVP by Monday 16th April to
James Malachi 03 9379 6223

This 2-hour seminar provides an introduction to the
Spark of Life Philosophy and offers practical skills that
participants can apply straight away with positive results.
Participants will discover:
1. How to successfully connect and communicate with a
person who has dementia
2. The science of how rehabilitation is possible in dementia
3. How to understand unusual and uncharacteristic
behaviour and what to do about it.

ABOUT YOUR
PRESENTER
Jane Verity is a world leader in the
social and emotional care of people
with dementia.
She is the Founder and CEO of
Dementia Care International and developed the
internationally awarded Spark of Life Philosophy.
Originally from Denmark and now living in
Melbourne, Jane is an occupational and family
therapist, a master practitioner in neuro Linguistic
Programming (NLP) and has earned the highest
international accreditation as a professional speaker.
Jane is known for her life changing and empowering
presentations.

®

Find out more about the Dementia Foundation for Spark of Life at www.dementiafoundation.org.au

